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This book is dedicated to Tammie Crane. It is also about Tammie Crane. Come to think of it, it is also for Tammie Crane.

So, to sum it up:

To/About/For Tammie Crane.
Once upon a time there was a sad little girl with no house to call her own. After years of dancing around the idea of buying a house, but never taking action, the sad little girl courageously picked up the phone ... opening her to a new adventure.
As she set out on her experiment in adventure, our sad little girl found herself where all great home seeking adventures begin (and tragically, where many end) in the mighty brick Forest of Finance.
Mr. Money Tim, ruler of the Forest of Finance, said “You should call Tammie” but she was hesitant. “No offense Mr. Money Tim, you seem like a perfectly nice ruler of finance and I’ll admit I am impressed by your financial wizardry, but I have my own plan” thought the sad little girl.
Then the sad little girl thought again, 

“Hmm. With my newfound spirit of adventure, maybe I will call Tammie. If he is right about her professional detailed approach, shouldn’t I at least hear her out?”
The little girl (notably less sad after leaving the magical domain of Mr. Money Tim) did indeed call Tammie. As the story goes, when they met there was hummus and salad and a binder full of pretty papers. There was conversation and sharing and excitement bubbling up inside her.
Before she knew it, the little girl realized her afore mentioned plan was nowhere in sight and that her adventure in home hunting was truly meant to be led by Tammie.
She knew her quest for a home could go on for days, weeks, or months, but it didn’t matter. A new plan was in place and the journey was rolling forward. Prepared to embrace the unknown path ahead and prepared to make friends with this clever little Tammie, the quite-a-bit-less-sad girl welcomed her new adventure.
With nothing more than a handful of properties at her disposal, Super Tammie leapt into action and dazzled and amazed our almost-not-sad-at-all girl. The search had started, the quest had begun, the hunt was on and as quickly as all that, the search ended.
The grey clouds parted and rays from
the sun in heaven above shone down as a
perfect accent light to the 1976 charmer.
Could this be it?
Is this the house
that would be home?
The now ever-so-happy little girl smiled
and the deal was done (more or less.)

The End.
"An Unexpected Hero" delights readers as they journey with the author on the road to home ownership. Based on a true story, "An Unexpected Hero" captures our hearts and transports us with childlike joy to our own first home buying experience and makes us all wish we had enlisted Tammie Crane to guide our search efforts. The read is quick and light hearted, but sincere and charming. A story that will stay with us for years to come as we all hope for our own similar hero encounter.